











































































































Kieran the kangaroo takes 6 seconds to make 4 jumps
How long does it take him to make 30 jumps
It takes him 6 7 42 seconds to make 4 7 28

jumps
It takes him 62 3 seconds to make 42 2 jumps
So 30 jumps take 421 3 45 seconds

Sophie wants to complete the grid show so that
each row and each column of the grid contains the
digits 1,43 exactly once What is the sum of the
digits she will write in the shaded cells

We can immediately complete two of the rows

3
3

Consider the middle column A 3 can't go in the
shaded box since the bottom row already has that
number hence it must go at the top of the column



































































































Then we can fill in the rest

3 2

332 1

So the sum of the shaded cells is 2 2 4

Ben has exactly the right number of cubes each of

side 5cm to make a solid cube of side Im He

places the smaller cubes side by side to form a

single row How long is this row

We have 5cm 20 In so each side of the
cube is made up of 20 small cubes Hence the

total number of cubes used is 203 Each cube has

side length 5cm Ion so when placed in a line

the cubes cover a distance of

x 203 202 400M

Beattie wants to walk From P to Q along the paths
shown always moving in the direction from P to Q














































































































She will add the numbers on the path as she walks

along How many different totals can she obtain

The minimum total she can obtain is 1 3 5 9
The maximum total she can obtain is 21 41 6 12

We have 1 41 5 10 and 2 31 6 11
So she can obtain 4 different totals
Anna is 13 years old Her mother Annie is three times

as old as Anna How old will Annie be when Anna is

three times as old as she is now

Currently Annie is 13 3 39 years old
So she is 26 years older than Annie
When Anna is 3 times her current age she will be

39 this happens in 26 years time At that point
Annie's age will be 39 26 65
Hasan writes down a 2 digit number He then writes

the same 2 digit number next to his original number to
form a 4 digit number What is the ratio of his

4 digit number to his 2 digit number
Suppose his original number is icy 10x y

His 4 digit number is signy 1000kt 100g t 10x t y
10K loot 1 t y 1001 1

101 10K ty
lol x Ny

so the ratio between them is 101 I














































































































A square piece of card has perimeter 20cm Charlie cuts

the card into two rectangles The perimeter of one of
the rectangles is 16cm What is the perimeter of the
other rectangle
The square has side length 20 5cm

4

The rectangle with perimeter 16 must have two sides
of length 5 and two sides of length

16 2 5 3
2

So the square is cut in the following way

3 2

It
Hence the other rectangle has perimeter

51 21 5 t 2 14cm

Niko counted a total of 60 birds perching in three trees
Five minutes later 6 birds had flown away from the

first tree 8 birds had flown away from the second tree

and 4 birds had flown away from the third tree

He noticed that there was now the same number of
birds in each tree How many birds were originally
perched in the second tree














































































































After the birds fly away there are

60 G 8 4 42

birds left
Since there are now equally many in each tree there
must be 42g 14 in each

8 birds had flown away from the second tree so

originally there were 141 8 22

Alex colours all the small squares that tie on the

two longest diagonals of a square grid She colours

2017 Small squares What is the size of the

square grid
If n is an even number then the diagonals do not

intersect so an even number of squares are coloured

eg Dt THET

tf n is an odd number the diagonals meet at one

square Each diagonal has a length of n so the

total number of squares coloured is Zn l

So 2017 Zn l 2n 2018
n 1009

and so the size of the square grid is

1009 x 1009







































































































In the sequence of letters

KANGAROO KANGAROO K

the word KANGAROO is repeated indefinitely
What is the 2017th letter in this sequence
The word KANGAROO has 8 letters
We have 2017 2016 t I

252 8 t 1

So the 2017th letter will be the first letter of

the word which is K

A cube has diagonals drawn on three adjacent faces

as shown Which of the following nets could be

used to construct it

The answer is D
Two diagonals already meet The ends of the other

diagonals are at corresponding corners as shown







































































































Maddie has a paper ribbon of length 36cm She

divides it into four rectangles of different lengths
She draws two lines joining the centres of two adjacent
rectangles as shown What is the sum of the lengths
of the lines that she draws

Suppose that the four rectangles from left to right
have lengths w X y Z with Wtxty t Z 36

The centre of the first rectangle is at Wz

The centre of the second rectangle is a distance of

wt Iz from the left endpoint of the ribbon

So the distance between these centres is

wt E E Et
The centre of the third rectangle is a distance of

wt k t Yz from the left endpoint of the ribbon














































































































The centre of the fourth rectangle is a distance of

Wtxty t Zz from the left endpoint of the ribbon

So the distance between these centres is

Wtxtyt wt x t Z Et E
Hence the sum of the lengths of the lines that

she draws is

t Iz t Iz t Zz lwtxty.tt

Ex 36
18cm

In trapezium pans we have

RSP 2 LSPQ
LSPQ 2LPQR

QRS kLPQR
Find k

By co interior angles

0 1 20 30 180 0 600

















































































f 300

So LSPQ 600 L RSP 1200 and

PQR LSPQ

300
The angle sum of a quadrilateral is 360 so

QRS 360 GO 120 30

1500

5 30

so K 5

Taran thought of a whole number and then multiplied it

by either 5 or 6 Krishna added 5 or 6 to Taran's

answer Finally Eshan subtracted either 5 or 6 from
Krishna's answer The final result was 73 What
number did Taran choose

Consider the combined effect of Krishna and Esham's














































































































actions
Krishna Esher Overalt
S 5 O
6 6 O
5 6 I
6 5 tl

Now 73 is not a multiple of 5 or 6 so the

First two options leading to to are impossible

There are no multiples of S within a distance of 1 from

73 but 73 I 72 is a multiple of 6 12 6

So Taran started with the number 12
multiplied by 6 72
added 6 78
subtracted 5 73

In the diagram PRSV is a rectangle with PR _20cm
and PV 12cm Jeffrey marks points U and T on

S and Q on PR as shown What is the shaded area

We have PUQ t QTR xPQx PV t x QR x PV

x PV x PQ QR














































































































x 12 x PR

6 20

120cm

the area of the whole rectangle is 12 20 240cm
So the shaded area is 240 120 120cm

The line PQ is divided into six parts by the points
V W X Y Z Squares are drawn on PV VW WX XY

YZ and 2Q as shown on the diagram The length of
line PQ is 24cm What is the length of the path
from P to Q as indicated by the arrows

Path length 3PV t 3VW t 3WX t 3XY t 3 YZ t 3ZQ

3 put W t wi t XT t YZ t 2 Q

3 x PQ
3 24

72cm














































































































tenna has f our hair ribbons of width 10cm When she
measures them she finds that each ribbon is 25cm

longer than the next smallest ribbon She then arranges the

ribbons to form two different shapes as shown in the

diagram How much longer is the perimeter of the second

shape than the perimeter of the first shape

Suppose that the shortest ribbon has length x

Then the other ribbons have lengths act 25 act 50 21 75

Both shapes have base and top with length

4 10 40cm

First shape

















































































































Length of other sides

zs.li

t
Ys2o5txt7s

25 x 175

I
second shape

go
Length of other sides
act at 50 t 25 50 t 75

Puff
175

2 200

t
50

i
x

v t

So the second shape's perimeter is 50cm longer

than the First shape's












































































n the diagram PQRS is a square of side 10cm

T is a point inside the square so that LSPT 750

and LTSP 30 What is the length of TR

Construct lines PT and ST

75J Go

By angle sum of a triangle

PTS 180 75 30

750



So APST is isosceles with TS Ps 10cm

Drop a perpendicular
from T to PS

L
we have

h
Sin 300 1

10 10

h 10 12
5

TSR 90 LTS P
GO

Drop a perpendicular60
10 L from T to S R

We have

K h sin boo Fo

k lo I
2

553

Now consider the triangle indicated in purple below

and apply Pythagoras Theorem



TR 2 52 1553

10 251 75

100

so TR 10cm
5
7
553

Alternate solution

TSR 90 30

I 600
75J GO

since ST D

75T DTSR is isosceles

So LSTR L SRT

180 60

600

and hence the triangle is equilateral

So RT 10



n the diagram PQRS and WXYZ are congruent

squares The sides PS and W't are parallel The
shaded area is equal to 1cm What is the area

of the square pQRs

Label the diagram

y
Z

W
X K

z w

y

adding the areas of
we have

i zytxztwytxwfgyethreeetfaia.gg P



2 xty whity
2 twlluty

Now 2 tw is one side of square PQRS and

Icty is the other so the area of the square is

the product of these quantities and is therefore

1cm2



the multiplication abcxde 7632 uses each of the digits
I to 9 exactly once What is the value of b

The unused digits are 1 4,5 8,9
Factorise 7632 to search for potential pairs of 2 digit
and 3 digit factors

7632 2 3816
4 1908

8 954
16 477

48 159 this works

So b 5

Rory uses four identical standard dice to build the
solid shown in the diagram Whenever two dice touch the

numbers on the touching faces are the same The

numbers on some of the faces of the solid are shown

What number is written on the face marked with a

question mark

Use the given information to work out the

numbers on the touching faces and their opposites



Back_1 Back_2

Left Right Left Right
L 3 3 4

Front_6 Front _5

Back_6 Back _5
Top_6

Left Right Left Right
3 4 4 3

Bottom

Front _1 Front _2

So must be a 2 or 5 But all the dice
are identical Suppose is a 2 Then its

die looks like

whereas the front right die looks like

which shows that if 2 is on top and 3 is

on the right then 6 will be on the back not

the front

Hence is 5



tarriet tells Topaz that she is thinking of three

positive integers not necessarily all different She tells

her that the product of her three integers is 36

She also tells her the sum of her three integers
However Topaz still cannot work out what the three
integers are What is the sum of Harriet's three
integers
Make a list of possible choices of integers and

their sums i

Integers sure
36 1 1 38
18 2 1 21

12 3 1 16
9 4 1 14

6 6 1 13 only su that

6 3 2 It isn't unique
9 2 2 13
4 3 3 10

So the answer is 13

Three congruent isosceles trapeziums are assembled to

form an equilateral triangle with a hole in the middle
as shown in the diagram what is the perimeter of
the hole



61

Since the triangle is equilateral the base angles of the

trapezium are 600 they're equal since its isosceles

Split the original trapezium as shown

a

r r
60 I too

b a Go a

By corresponding angles this triangle has three 60
Angles and is therefore equilateral with side length b a

The perimeter of the hole is 3 a x

3 la lb a Ix
3 Za b

Ga 3b



Jacob and Zain take pencils from a box of 21 pencils
without replacing them On Monday Jacob takes 213 of the
number of pencils that Zain takes On Tuesday Jacob
takes of the number of pencils that Zain takes
On Wednesday morning the box is empty How many
pencils does Jacob take
Suppose that on Monday Zain takes 3h pencils and
Jacob takes 2n pencils and on Tuesday Zain takes
2M pencils and Jacob takes on pencils
Since the box is empty on Wednesday we have

21 3n t Zn t Zn t m

Sn t 3M

We know that m and n are integers Find their
valves by trial and error

nm 3m
I I 8

Hfi

3 2 21 c

So n 3 and m 2

Hence Jacob took Zn t m 2 3 t 2

8 pencils



tow many 3 digit integers are equal to 34 times
the sum of their digits
The 3 digit integer ABC has digit sun A Btc

We have

100A t 1013 t C 34 A 1 Btc

66A 2413 t 33C

22A 813 t 11C

where AE I 197 and B CE 0 93

22A 11C 813

1112A C 813

Now 8th so we must have 13 11 But since B
is a single digit the only possibility is 13 0

Hence 2A C and so we have the following
possibilities

µ e
I 2
2436
4 8

tence the answer is 4


